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Abstract. Interactive Machine Learning (IML) systems incorporate humans into
the learning process to enable iterative and continuous model improvements. The
interactive process can be designed to leverage the expertise of domain experts
with no background in machine learning, for instance, through repeated user feed-
back requests. However, excessive requests can be perceived as annoying and
cumbersome and could reduce user trust. Hence, it is mandatory to establish an
efficient dialog between a user and a machine learning system. We aim to detect
when a domain expert disagrees with the output of a machine learning system by
observing its eye movements and facial expressions. In this paper, we describe
our approach for modelling user disagreement and discuss how such a model
could be used for triggering user feedback requests in the context of interactive
machine learning.
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1 Introduction

Applying machine learning to a new problem or a new domain usually requires a ma-
chine learning practitioner to collect a large amount of labelled samples, select rep-
resentative / discriminating features, and choose an appropriate learning algorithm to
model the concepts at hand. In contrast, interactive machine learning enables users,
also without a background in machine learning to train a model in a fast-paced, in-
cremental manner [1]. A user can steer the behaviour of the machine learning model
by continuously providing feedback, e.g., upon requests from the system. However, re-
peated feedback queries, such as trivial yes/no questions, can be perceived as frustrating
and annoying [6].

This may lead to reduced user trust in model outputs and deteriorate a user’s im-
pression of a model’s accuracy [12]. Previous research discussed guidelines and rules
for developing IML systems and their interfaces to avoid such problems [8, 11, 24].
Dudley and Kristensson [8] propose to reduce the number of interactions by triggering
feedback requests for questions of high relevance to the system.

We propose to limit feedback requests to situations in which a user disagrees with
the output of a machine learning models by observing the eye movements and facial
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expression of that user. In this work, we specify what user disagreement with a machine
learning model means, we describe our planned user study and approach for modelling
user disagreement based on gaze and facial expressions, and discuss how interactive
machine learning systems may benefit from such a model.

2 Background

We hypothesise that user disagreement stems from negative affective states such as
frustration, confusion or disappointment. Therefore, we examine the previous litera-
ture on how to detect these affective states using implicit user feedback and how they
relate to user disagreement. Previous research has shown that human gaze and facial
expressions can be used for affect recognition [16, 25] and generally are sources for
implicit user feedback [3, 4]. Lallé et al. [15] introduce predictors for the state of con-
fusion leveraging gaze from a user. According to D’Mello and Graesser [9], confusion
“is hypothesized to occur when there is a mismatch between incoming information
and prior knowledge [...], thereby initiating cognitive disequilibrium” (p. 292). There-
fore we hypothesize that user confusion can be an indicator for a user’s disagreement
with the output of a model. Pollak et al. [20] use facial emotion recognition to detect
user satisfaction and dissatisfaction where positive emotional feedback corresponds to
satisfaction and negative to dissatisfaction. To detect user disagreement, we look for
situations in which the user is confused or dissatisfied by the model output. We plan
an experiment to where we push the user to disagree with the model’s output while his
gaze and facial expression are recorded.

2.1 Confusion Detection

User confusion occurs when a mismatch exists between prior user knowledge and in-
coming information [9]. Early research on confusion detection origins from the field of
educational computing [5, 7], where predictors for confusion leverage facial expression
of students, the posture of students or students interface actions and their studying be-
haviour. Pachman et al. [18] propose the usage of gaze data for confusion prediction in
digital learning. In their study, the participants are presented with a puzzle, and while
solving it, their gaze is recorded. The authors aim to detect the buildup of confusion
during the problem-solving process. On the other hand, we focus on the immediate
affective state of confusion resulting from the user processing the information of the
model’s output. Detecting this type of immediate confusion is especially relevant in the
field of Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) since user experience and user satisfaction
decreases when the user is in such a confused state [17]. Pentel [19] introduces a predic-
tor for confusion, using mouse movement recorded when playing a simple game. The
author show that an SVM model trained on mouse movements can successfully predict
user confusion, but it is restricted to the generated game and thus difficult to generalise.
[21] create a predictor for confusion based on gaze data on their persona information
visualisation tool. The visualisation contains multiple areas of interest (AOIs) with dif-
ferent types of information about a persona. Their model achieves an accuracy of 80%
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of confusion predictions using the number of fixation, the length of transition paths be-
tween AOIs, and the user’s demographic data as features. In a follow-up work, Salmi-
nen et al. [22] train a model using gaze-based data only, achieving an accuracy of 70%.
The accuracy increases to 99% when the model includes demographic data as features.
This indicates that the demographic data correlates with confusion in their recorded
dataset. Including demographic data as features leads to a significant improvement of
the model to 99% in accuracy. The authors state that most instances of confusion occur
for non-experienced, old males which indicates that trust correlates with age and gender
(demographic features). However, this suggests that demographic features can be used
to model how often confusion appears in different user groups but not for real-time
monitoring of confusion.

Lallé et al. [15] created a predictor for confusion during interaction with their in-
teractive data visualisation tool ValueChart. The tool’s goal is to assist users to make
the best suitable decision (finding rental property) based on their preference. In a study
with 136 participants, the authors collect gaze and mouse movement data while a user
performs tasks on ValueChart. The user can report confusion by clicking a button on
the top right corner of the visualisation tool. Their confusion prediction model achievs a
accuracy of 61% using a Random Forest Classifier. A more recent contribution from the
same group [23] uses deep learning based on eye movements to predict confusion on the
same dataset as [15]. Instead of using features calculated from the eye-tracking data, the
authors suggest using the raw sequential gaze data and feeding it to a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN), allowing the RNN to pick up discriminators for classifying confusion
that would otherwise be lost when using calculated features. Using deep learning, their
model outperforms their previous work (61% vs 82%), and their results suggest that
deep learning in combination with raw sequential gaze data is a feasible option for af-
fect recognition. A possible limitation is their self-report button for reporting instances
of confusion. It can influence the user’s gaze because of its placement in the interface.
Therefore it is important to provide a non-distracting way to self-report confusion. A
trigger placed in the hand of the participants could be a solution.

2.2 Leveraging Emotion Detection for ML

Using implicit emotional feedback for artificial agents is a recent idea, and only a few
publications have explored it. Pollak et al. [20] investigated whether emotional feed-
back from a user can serve as the reward function for a reinforcement learning agent.
The reward function corresponds to the user’s level of satisfaction inferred from facial
emotion recognition. The emotions are classified as negative (’angry’, ’disgust’, ’fear’,
’sad’), positive (’happy’) or neutral (’neutral’, ’surprise’) [10]. In their experiment, the
user controls a drone’s movement, which then, based on the emotional feedback, learns
whether it took the correct corresponding action. Their initial finding suggests that in-
corporating emotional feedback into the reward function of a reinforcement learning
agent can be used to teach an agent. The author indicate that there is a considerable in-
dividual difference between participants’ strength of emotional feedback, which makes
it harder to differentiate between positive and negative feedback. Therefore, we plan to
gather facial expressions and gaze data in our study to have a multimodal solution for
user disagreement detection.
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Krause and Vossen [14] suggest the use of implicit triggers based on user confusion
or uncertainty for explanations in human-agent interaction. They argue that explana-
tions should not only be provided when the user explicitly asks for it but also when the
agent detects that the user is uncertain or confused. Their work also lists other possible
implicit triggers such as conflicts between a user’s beliefs and the agent or misunder-
standing its output. These triggers are similar to those we propose to detect since they
also describe user disagreement with the model’s output, but instead of triggering an
explanation, we query the user for feedback

Fig. 1. (1) User interacts with an IML system; (2) our predictor picks up that the user disagrees
with the output; (3) the IML system reacts with returning alternative solution or (4) triggers a
feedback request

3 Method

In this section we describe our approach, how we plan to collect data for user disagree-
ment, how we plan to create a predictor for user disagreement and how the predictor
can be leveraged in IML.

3.1 Data Collection

We plan to conduct an experiment to collect the data necessary to create an effective
user disagreement predictor. The experiment will collect the users’ gaze data using an
eye-tracker and simultaneously record their facial expressions using a video camera.
We plan to show a series of images containing an object and its corresponding label,
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simulating an output of an object detection model. We will randomly include images
containing objects with wrong labels. These instances lead to user disagreement. We
want to minimise influences on gaze and facial expression; therefore, the participant
uses a trigger placed in his hand to confirm user disagreement. The participant will
see one object-label pair at a time for a certain amount of time. If the user presses the
trigger in his hand, we stop the image sequence and confirm that he disagrees with
the output. A possible extension of the study is to show an image depicting a scene
and a caption describing it. To robustly record and synchronize the data we intend to
use our multisensor-pipeline (MSP) framework for prototyping multimodal-multisensor
interfaces based on real-time sensor input [2].

3.2 Disagreement Detection Model

The features for our planned detection model will be sourced from the eye-tracker and
the video camera recording the user. Based on previous research, we list the features we
hypothesise to be relevant for user disagreement detection (see Table 1).

Table 1. List of features collected from previous research relevant for user disagreement detection

Feature Source

Eye-tracker

Number of fixations [15, 21]
Fixation durations [15, 21]
Length of the transition paths between AOIs (image and label) [18, 21, 22]
Image of the scan path visualising the last seconds of eye
movement before the user self-reports disagreement

[23]

Raw sequential gaze data as time-series [23]

Video camera
Emotion detection based on (FER2013) [7, 9, 13]
Body posture/ movement [5, 7]

3.3 Application in IML

User feedback is essential for interactive machine learning. It helps IML systems to
become ’lifelong’ learners. Hence the importance to enable users to provide feedback
by creating effective interfaces and human-agent interactions. A crucial aspect is when
to trigger feedback requests since repeatedly asking for feedback can be perceived as
frustrating [6] and also reduces trust and impression of model accuracy [12]. Therefore,
we try to provide implicit user feedback to the IML system with our proposed user dis-
agreement predictor. The feedback from our predictor consists of a confidence value
of detecting user disagreement and the gaze scan path leading to his affective state.
The IML system then can react either by showing an alternative solution or triggering
a request asking the user for explicit feedback. Figure 1 depicts an example of such a
pipeline with a IML system for image captioning. When our predictor detects confu-
sion, the IML system gets notified that the user disagrees with the captioning provided
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for the image. Further, it also receives the previous scan path leading to disagreement.
The IML system can return an alternative captioning or explicitly ask the user for cor-
rection.

3.4 Limitations

We intend to use a remote eye tracking system for gaze estimation in our disagree-
ment detection system. For this, the interaction screen must be instrumented with an
additional piece of hardware that requires a user-specific calibration. Also, individual
differences of users’ eye movements when expressing disagreement need to be consid-
ered. They could have a negative impact on the generalizability of our approach.

4 Conclusion

We have shown the motivation and need for detecting when to ask a user for feedback.
The following steps will be to conduct the planned study, collect the dataset, and cre-
ate a user disagreement detection model using the features we collected from previous
works. Further, we will use the detection model as a trigger for querying feedback by
integrating it into an IML system.
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